Testimonials from our worldwide customers
"Andy - your YouTube videos totally sold me - yours are the best international ballroom instruction clips I have seen, and I've seen
a lot - you have a style for teaching that succeeds in balancing looking professional without the "exaggeration" of style you see in
professional competitions, which makes it difficult to relate to as a "social dancer". Your teaching tips are done just right - you add
a couple of tips re style and steps at different times so that learning is not an overload initially, yet they cover all the aspects anyone
would need to know re dance to dance like a pro. You and Wendy make dance learning approachable for us new dancers. Thanks."
Owen Sheaks, Reston, VA, USA
“I just received the Bronze II Slow Foxtrot DVD and it was great! Your method of teaching is top notch, I couldn’t ask for more.
Thank you!”
Bob Gillespie, Surrey
"I just finished watching all of your DVDs and I think they're great. I've been able to maximize my dance lessons by having prior
knowledge of the steps and whenever I'm having difficulties they're a perfect reference. "
Jessica Van Dusen, Brockville, ON
"My fiancé Mateja and I are truly excited and eager to receive your DVD. We are getting married in July 2009 and want to have a
memorable first dance together. Mateja did extensive research online in trying to find the proper instructional video to help us get
on our way. She found examples on YouTube that were particularly helpful. It seems that the details you provide in breaking
down each particular step will help immensely. We are looking forward to receiving your DVD!!!
Rob Povirk, Atlanta, Georgia
By the way: I love your explanations in English, though I speak German, I will understand every single word because you speak so
clear...if you would have a Dancing school here in Austria I will definitely visit your courses...so I hope, I will learn it by your
DVDs...
Best greetings from Vienna, Austria!
Friedrich Patek
"My husband and I were very impressed by your instructional clip on u-tube. It is clear and broken down into steps that are easy to
follow. The information conveyed is pertinent, complimented by your physical demonstration of the steps. We have both taught
in the past and you are an excellent teacher, as I am sure your staff at the Grand Ballroom must be."
Katlaan Huntir, Vernon, BC
"Hi Mr and Mrs Wong greetings to you from my beautiful island Barbados in the West Indies. I was browsing the net for ballroom
dancing videos or cds and ran into your website, I was totally surprised to see the quality of teaching from your videos which is
fantactic, Mind you I'm doing bronze now having graduated from beginners, have been ballroom dancing just about 6 months and
loving it that's why I want to get some cds on most of the rythmns that I practice with your unique teaching..."
Malie Pinkett, Barbados
"I purchased a set of your gold standard ballroom dvd about a year ago. We found the instruction very well done. It is
clear ,concise, and very helpful. We benefit a lot from the lessons. Thank you."
Dennis Toy, Winnipeg
“Thank you very much for your generosity, your dance videos is a gold mine for social dancers. My wife and I hope to have a beginner group in standard and latin in our very little town, though our main interest is the Argentine Tango is a very basic level.
Best greetings from Denmark.”
Ilf & Karen, Denmark
“Our daughter gave us your Silver Cha Cha for Xmas-I mean we’ve been doing it for 2 years. Now we realize we may benefit
from your Bronze. We have ordered both and looking forward to correcting all our bad habits. We love the way you present your
moves and are looking forward to the new DVDs.”
Margaret & Lloyd Barnes, Newfoundland
My wife and I purchased a number of your instructional DVD's a couple of months ago. I just wanted to let you know that we are
extremely pleased and most impressed with the quality of your instruction. The details for each step are crystal clear and being
able to see what you are ultimately working towards in terms of a routine for each dance is just what is needed (you can see the
destination as well as each step of the route to get there - great!!). I had done a lot of research before buying your product (and had
been disappointed with other products), and I just wanted to congratulate you on having put together such superior material.
Rob Bickerdike, Vero Beach, Florida
“The teaching method is easy to follow and reinforces our practical instruction. We especially appreciate being shown what NOT
to do. Thank you for a very comprehensive lesson.”
Brian & Rona Holmes, Australia
“We have purchased all your videos and I must say that you are the most amazing teacher. You explain and break down things in
such a simple format even a novice can quickly learn. Congratulations and thanks so much.”
Dr. Delbe Robichaud, New Brunswick

